Training in Neurology: Resident Perception of the Utility and Applicability of Global Neurology Morning Reports
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**ABSTRACT**
Interest in global health is increasing among neurology residents. However, funding, time, and, recently, COVID-19 travel restrictions, remain barriers to widespread participation. To meet this need, we instituted virtual global neurology morning reports with the objectives of (1) improving knowledge about neurological diseases common in sub-Saharan Africa; and (2) developing clinical reasoning skills through consideration of diagnostic and therapeutic limitations in
In resource-limited settings, interactive case-based sessions were presented from Zambia via videoconference by a Johns Hopkins faculty member or Zambian neurology trainee. An anonymous cross-sectional survey was conducted among Johns Hopkins neurology residents. Of eligible participants, 69% (n=30) completed the survey, 66% of whom were female, and 33% reported prior in-person global health experience. While most participants did not anticipate a career in global health, the majority (85%) reported that exposure to global health was important. All but one participant (96%) reported satisfaction with the global neurology morning reports, with 100% reporting they were useful to their clinical knowledge and 86% reporting they were useful to their clinical practice. All respondents felt morning reports should continue, and 69% ranked the educational value of the experience in the top quartile of the residency curriculum.

Resident satisfaction with and perceived utility of global neurology morning reports were high even though the majority did not plan to pursue global neurology opportunities as part of their career. Remote learning opportunities may increase interest in global health among neurology residents.
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in global health has increased among undergraduate students, medical students, and residents,\cite{1-3} including neurology residents,\cite{4} likely reflecting the growing burden of neurological disease in low- and middle-income countries.\cite{5-6} However, formalized global neurology training tracks\cite{7} and curricula are rare,\cite{8} with only one-half of US and Canadian neurology programs offering global health electives,\cite{4} thus potentially limiting resident training and exposure to the field.

Approaches to educating US trainees in global health have primarily focused on opportunities for in-person international electives, which are resource and time-intensive. Costs, logistics, elective time, and, more recently, COVID-19 associated travel restrictions, are all major barriers to participation, even among highly motivated trainees.\cite{7-10} With <10\% of neurology trainees participating,\cite{4} only trainees with the greatest pre-existing interest and exposure to global health are likely to benefit from such exchanges. Other global neurology training opportunities are vastly limited for trainees unwilling or unable to complete in-person electives. Thus, most US neurology residents have little exposure to neurologic disorders more commonly seen in resource-limited settings but which may be encountered in travelers and immigrants. Furthermore, most trainees may never gain exposure to this potential career pathway.

The Johns Hopkins neurology residency program expanded its traditional global health offerings to include a novel virtual approach with the objectives of (1) improving knowledge of neurological diseases common in sub-Saharan Africa; and (2) developing clinical reasoning skills through consideration of diagnostic and therapeutic limitations in resource-limited settings.
In this study, we define trainees’ perceptions and interest in global neurology and assess the format, content, and educational value of the global neurology morning report series.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
After establishing an international collaboration in Zambia, a bi-monthly interactive case-based videoconference series was implemented in March of 2018 during scheduled morning report times as part of the core residency educational curriculum. Cases are presented from Zambia via Skype™ or Zoom™ on the first and third Mondays of the month during regularly scheduled morning report times for the Johns Hopkins neurology residency program (7:30-8:00 am Eastern Standard Time / 1:30-2:00 pm Central African Time). The content represents the broad range of conditions encountered in a large teaching hospital in an urban setting in Zambia and includes neuro-infectious diseases, neuro-inflammatory diseases, neuro-oncological disease, and neurological manifestations of toxic and metabolic disorders.

Cases are often presented by a Johns Hopkins faculty neurologist based in Zambia (DS) but are also presented by Zambian neurology trainees. Each session begins with an interactive case presentation. Resident volunteers then discuss possible localizations, differential diagnoses, and further diagnostic and management plans taking into account local resource limitations. Following the case, approximately 10 minutes is devoted to a didactic on the topic of the case. Neurology residents from both Johns Hopkins and Zambia attend the morning reports. Between March 2018 and June 2020, 35 sessions were held.
ASSESSMENT:

Survey. An electronic survey using Qualtrics® was distributed via email in July 2020 to all current adult and pediatric neurology residents in their second or third year of neurology training at the Johns Hopkins Hospital. 2019 and 2020 graduates from the program were also included (n=43). Current first-year neurology residents were excluded as the survey was distributed during the first two weeks of their neurology training. Participation was voluntary and confidential. The survey included 18 multiple choice, Likert scale, and open-ended questions regarding participant demographics, prior global health experiences, interest in global health, and perceptions of global neurology. Trainee interest, value, and feedback on the global neurology morning reports were also assessed. Participants had one month to complete the survey. Two reminders were sent via email every two weeks before survey closure.

Ethics. The study was approved by the Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review Board.

Statistical Analysis. Descriptive characteristics are presented for the cohort and stratified by participant characteristics. Group differences were assessed using Fisher exact tests or analysis of variance (ANOVA). Analyses were performed using RStudio and Microsoft Excel.

OUTCOMES:

Survey respondents (n=30 of 43, 69%) were 66% female (n=20), and 53% (n=16) were recent graduates (eTable 1). One-third reported prior global health experiences, primarily occurring during medical school (39%) or residency (22%).
Participants with prior global neurology exposure (n=10) uniformly planned to pursue global health in their future, while only 21% of participants (n=4) without prior global neurology experience reported interest in global neurology careers (p<0.001). Still, most participants (85%; n=24) reported gaining exposure to global health was either very or somewhat important. There was no significant difference in response by year of training or prior global health experiences. Cited benefits of global health exposure included better understanding of the pathophysiology, diagnosis, and treatment of neurologic diseases less commonly encountered in the US (93%); improved ability to think critically about the necessity of diagnostic tests ordered (93%); and greater preparation to care for patients in the US with limited access to health care (89%) and international and immigrant patients in the US (86%) (eTable 2).

Most participants attended at least 3-5 global neurology morning reports over an academic year and at least 6-10 during their residency training. Nearly all (96%) participants reported satisfaction with the series with 72% reporting they were “very satisfied”. All participants found the information useful to their clinical knowledge while 86% found the information relevant to their clinical practice. All respondents believed the series should continue. When asked to rank the educational value of the global neurology curriculum in comparison to other educational opportunities in the neurology program, 69% ranked it in the top quartile of the overall curriculum.

While only 45% of participants reported global neurology interest prior to the curriculum, 76% reported interest after the curriculum (p=0.19, Figure, A). Respondents highlighted exposure to uncommon neuropathology and clinical testing stewardship among the most useful aspects of the
curriculum (Figure, B) while technical issues and changes to lecture content were the most frequently suggested changes (Table).

LESSONS LEARNED:

While most residents did not plan global neurology careers, the majority reported exposure to global health was important for learning about neurological diseases uncommon in the US, enhanced clinical reasoning, medical test stewardship, and preparation for caring for underserved patients. Overall resident satisfaction and perceived utility of global neurology morning reports were high with a majority ranking the curriculum in the top quartile of the overall residency curriculum. Interest in global health increased among residents exposed to the curriculum. Suggestions for improvement included expansion of lecture content and improvement in technical issues.

Study limitations include the response rate (69%), which is typical for self-reported surveys, but may limit generalizability of the results. Including residents who had recently graduated may have introduced recall bias. Residents with a strong interest in global health may have been more likely to participate making responses more favorable than what would be found among the overall group. Also of note, less than half of neurology residents generally attend each morning report due to a combination of night float rotations, call schedules, off-site and elective rotations, and other scheduling limitations, but attendance at global neurology morning reports does not differ significantly from other morning report formats.
Our program highlights that remote learning opportunities can provide global neurology exposure for residents who may face common barriers to in-person experiences such as limited institutional opportunities, financial support, or elective time. Furthermore, our program provides global health exposure from the start of neurology training, thus overcoming the limitations of delayed exposure, which is less likely to result in a sustained commitment to global health.

Finally, this program primarily focuses on educational benefits to the Johns Hopkins neurology residents as a novel addition to their formal residency program educational curriculum. While the Zambian neurology residents also benefit from the series, having Zambian neurology residents attend morning reports in which Hopkins neurology residents present cases would increase the bi-directionality of this exchange. While this design was discussed, the Zambian program had already developed similar partnerships with other US academic institutions and thus felt it would not add additional benefit to their curriculum.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Remote learning may improve global neurology exposure among residents while overcoming common barriers to in-person experiences. Longer-term studies are needed to investigate the impact of such programs, including whether trainees exposed to these curricula pursue in-person global health experiences, whether knowledge gained is retained long-term, and whether neurologists report improved comfort in diagnosing and managing these conditions in their future practice. Importantly, the educational impact and benefits of these global exchanges on non-US neurology trainees must also be carefully evaluated.
Finally, this virtual and interactive global health education model may be used as a framework for other medical specialties and at other institutions where there is a demand for more global health exposure among trainees. Moreover, in the era of virtual platforms, access to able instructors of global health in other countries has been made easier, and international case discussions also offer the opportunity for bi-directional education, which can augment the traditional educational format. This is of particular importance during the COVID-19 pandemic and its resultant travel restrictions, which has greatly limited exposure to global health for interested residents.
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TABLE. Free-text responses regarding suggested changes to the global neurology morning reports. Responses were grouped into common themes. The percentages listed represent the number of respondents whose free-text response was included that theme. However, participants’ responses could correspond to multiple themes, so the total percentage is greater than 100%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th>Illustrative Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lecture Content    | 8 (40%) | "Have more [lectures]"
|                    |         | "More pediatric cases"
|                    |         | "See and interact with the patient [presented]"
|                    |         | "Add speakers who work in underserved areas"
|                    |         | "More about differences and the challenges between countries"
| Technical Issues   | 5 (25%) | "Reliability of network connection"
|                    |         | "Connection issues can make it difficult"
| No Change          | 6 (30%) | "Nothing, they are excellent"                                                      |
FIGURE. (A) Self-reported interest in global neurology before and after exposure to global neurology morning reports. (B) Self-reported responses regarding the most useful part of global neurology morning reports.
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